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Ⅰ. Security Trends- January 2010

1. Malicious Code Trend

Malicious Code Statistics

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious code variants reported in January 2010.

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

As of January 2010, Win32-Trojan/Agent is the most reported ma-

licious code, representing 14.1% (755,522 reports) of the top 20 

reported malicious codes, followed by Win-Trojan/OnlineGame-

Hack (751,815 reports) and Win32/Induc (519,879 reports).

The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported in 

January 2010.

[Fig. 1-1] Primary Malicious Code Categorization Breakdown

As of January 2010, Win32/Induc is the most reported malicious 

code, followed by TextImage/Autorun and JS/Shellcode. 7 new 

malicious codes were reported this month.

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Variants Reports
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The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious code reported in January 2010.
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Compared to last month, the number of Spyware reports in-

creased, whereas, the number of Trojan, Adware, Worm and Virus 

reports dropped. The number of Downloader and Dropper re-

mains the same this month.

There has been a decrease in malicious code reports this month, 

which dropped 772,431 to 12,189,375 from 12,961,806 from the 

previous month.

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

new malicious codes reported in January 2010.

[Fig. 1-2] Top Malicious Code Categories Comparison Chart

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports

As of January 2010, Win-Trojan/Scar.464896 is the most reported 

new malicious code, representing 12.3% (95,738 reports) of the 

top 20 reported new malicious codes, followed by Win-Adware/

PointKing.722944 (64,124 reports).

[Fig. 1-3] Monthly Malicious Code Report

[Fig. 1-4] New Malicious Code Categorization Breakdown

As of January 2010, Trojan is the most reported new malicious 

code, representing 68% of the top reported new malicious codes, 

followed by Adware (21%) and Worm (4%).

Malicious Code Issues

A new Internet Explorer zero-day vulnerability (CVE-2010-0249) 

was reported at the beginning of the new year, 2010. A variety of 

malicious codes with similar scripts were created and spread by 

exploiting this vulnerability. Since Internet Explorer is the most-

used browser, many users were exposed to this security threat. 

There were also news reports of this vulnerability attacking major 

As of January 2010, Trojan is the most reported malicious code, 

representing 41.5% of the top reported malicious codes, followed 

by Adware (14.1%), and Worm and Script (9.2%).

AhnLab V3 MSS
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Virus Variant that Infects Windows System File – Win32/Dnis.C

Win32/Dnis.C was found and reported on May 2009. Its variants 

have emerged consistently ever since. It is known to infect Ndis.

sys file, which is a Windows system file. The malicious loader con-

nects to a specific host, to download and execute the file. This 

process is conducted in the memory.

Internet Explorer Zero-Day Vulnerability (CVE-2010-0249)

This new vulnerability is exploited to create additional variants 

of the vulnerability with several Chinese hacking tools. [Fig. 1-5] 

shows changes in memory address used by variants.

The variant is short and simple, only with codes to execute after 

download.

[Fig. 1-8] Connection to Malicious Host

IT companies in the US.

In Korea, there were continuous reports on Win32/Palevo.worm 

variants that caused a lot of damage last year. Variants that rep-

licate itself in a folder disguised as a Recycle Bin were reported. 

These worm variants spread via instant messaging and autorun 

after receiving encrypted commands when communicating with 

the C&C server, and they can be used for DDoS attacks. Another 

virus variant, Win32/Dnis.C that only infects specific driver files 

was also reported. It is a simple variant with modified encryp-

tion key. The malicious loader does not create itself locally and 

only infects a specific driver file through a series of actions in the 

memory. Once the system file is infected, it is difficult to detect 

and remove it. In general, users will not be aware of the infec-

tion, so extra caution must be taken. There was also a case where 

this variant was distributed via email, disguising itself as a notice 

from a Korean online game company. There was another similar 

case where it distributed itself through a blog, disguising as an 

anti-virus program. In addition to old-fashioned phishing attacks 

via instant messaging or email, the emerging social engineering 

techniques that disguise emails, blogs and online communities 

prompt us to take extra caution against such clever threats and 

attacks this year.

In general, the vulnerable code executes malicious scripts that 

contains a shellcode, and then downloads and executes malicious 

files based on the shellcode. Another way to execute a malicious 

file without downloading it is to execute the shellcode after hid-

ing the malicious file in the document file itself, and then drop the 

malicious file and execute it.

It saves the malicious codes in the buffer and executes it within 

the buffer to infect the system file. 

[Fig. 1-9] Codes that Infect Win32/Dnis.C Saved in Buffer

A new variant is created by transforming the size of offset that 

has defined key value, by increasing the file size or making the 

key value different for each variant every time the file is infected. 

Then, it performs malicious activities, such as sending spam mail 

or downloading other malicious codes.

Users are usually not aware when a system file is infected, and 

the file is allowed external connection. Malicious attackers exploit 

this issue to infect system files by patching system files to hide 

 [Fig. 1-5] Memory Address Used by Variants of Vulnerable Code

   [Fig. 1-6] Example 1: Variant of Vulnerable Code

[Fig. 1-7] Example 2: Variant of Vulnerable Code
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2. Security Trend

Security Statistics

Microsoft Security Updates- January 2010

Microsoft issued two security updates this month, which are both 

critical.

[Fig. 2-1] MS Security Updates for Different Attack Targets

Win32/Palevo.worm Variant Succession

There are many types of Palevo worm variants. The Palevo worm 

creates and runs a new thread with its own code within Explorer.

exe. During this process, it may receive commands from a specific 

host to perform malicious activities. The process that follows after 

is as below.

Spyware Disguised as ‘Useful’ Programs

A spyware that renames Windows startup programs arbitrarily 

has been reported. It adds a space after the original filename to 

automatically execute itself when Windows starts.

[Fig. 1-11] Filename Changed by Spyware

If you take a close look at the image above, you will notice a space 

has been added after the filename. If infected by this spyware, 

the spyware, “vmware-tray.exe”, will get executed first, and then 

[Fig. 1-10] Execution of Win32/Palevo.worm

This worm does not replicate (create) itself in the Windows sys-

tem folder, but creates a sub-folder with specific name under 

the Recycle Bin folder (C:\RECYCLER) and replicates itself there. It 

propagates itself by receiving commands via removable disk or 

MSN messaging service. In addition, as a way to attack a specific 

system, it can initiate a TCP/UDP flooding attack only by receiv-

ing commands from the C&C server. The variants of this worm are 

able to propagate well, owing to the ability to update itself and 

strong force of propagation.

Increase in Loyalty Programs in Korea

There are an increasing number of damages caused by loyalty 

programs produced in Korea. In particular, Win-Adware/PointK-

ing.722944 was the second highest reported new malicious code 

on January 2010. Loyalty programs rewards customers with re-

bate points for making purchases in shopping malls. But, there 

is a catch in this program- minimum number of points have to 

be earned before redemption for cash is available. With this, loy-

alty programs are popping up everywhere. Most of the time, se-

curity programs are unable to detect these programs as they are 

downloaded as online storage program or free online game ser-

vice bundle. Some loyalty programs are installed as BHO (Browser 

Helper Object) in IE to cause recurrent errors or alter keyword 

search results. Therefore, you must always check the list of pro-

grams that will be installed before downloading an online storage 

program or free online game, and refrain from downloading any 

unnecessary service.

the entry point of malicious code. In general, the malicious code 

registers the entry point in the Windows startup registry key to 

execute itself every time the system gets started. But, since the 

OS loads system files automatically when the system starts, the 

patched system file can be exploited to execute the malicious 

code without registering the entry point.

“vmware-tray .exe”, the ‘normal’ program. An even bigger prob-

lem is that when an anti-spyware removes the file, Windows will 

look for “vmware-tray.exe” during startup, but the file would have 

renamed to “vmware-tray .exe”, so it will not be executable. Ac-

cordingly, some programs may not run properly.
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Microsoft issued two security updates this month, which is less 

than the three security updates issued last month. MS10-002 

vulnerability is critical- a security patch was applied as soon as a 

zero-day attack was initiated. As this vulnerability is exploited to 

distribute malicious codes, untrusted websites should be avoid-

ed, and an anti-virus must be updated along with the available 

security patch, for safe use of the Internet.

[Fig. 2-2] Website Intrusions/Distributors of Malicious Code

[Fig. 2-2] above shows a small increase in the number of website 

intrusion on January 2010 from December 2009. The vulnerabili-

ties exploited to distribute the malicious code are mostly vulner-

abilities reported long time ago. They are as below.

Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

Security Issues

MS10-002 Internet Explorer DOM (Document Object Model) 

Memory Corruption Zero-Day Vulnerability

The zero-day attack initiated in the beginning of January 2010 

caused high number of malicious code distribution was caused 

by exploiting an IE vulnerability.

This vulnerability is found in the EVENTPARAM::EVENTPARAM 

function in the HTML engine when processing DOM (Document 

Object Model) of IE.

A malicious user executes malicious codes by creating malicious 

HTML codes to cause error in the memory of the targeted com-

puter. The attacker uses the heap-spray method to inject his/her 

shellcode into the memory, and then changes the EIP to the ad-

dress the shellcode is located as below to execute the malicious 

code.

[Fig. 2-3] shows the statistics of vulnerabilities used to distribute 

malicious codes in websites intruded on January 2010.

Based on this chart, there is an increase in the traditional method 

of distribution- email, instant messaging service and P2P. But, 

[Fig. 2-4] mshtml.dll Shellcode Branching Point

[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for January 2010

[Fig. 2-3] Vulnerabilities Used to Distribute Malicious Code

The attacker usually hacks the web server and inserts malicious 

scripts with the MS10-002 vulnerability into a specific web page, 

to infect the system when the user opens the web page. A part of 

the packets sent to initiate the attack by exploiting the MS10-002 

vulnerability is as below.

there is relatively higher relation between exploited websites and 

malicious code. In terms of attack targets to distribute malicious 

codes, application programs vulnerabilities are more exploited 

than OS vulnerabilities.

As it can be seen from the chart, MS06-014 vulnerability is at-

tacked the most. Why is this vulnerability that was reported in 

2006 and still exploited the most four years later, today? It is be-

cause users are indifferent to its security patch. This will not only 

be the case for MS06-014, but the other vulnerabilities in the 

chart, four years from now.
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[Fig. 2-6] Chinese DoS Tool

In this case, the DoS tool does not use IP spoofing method, so it is 

more effective to block the IP when the above packets are detect-

ed. There is another way to prevent DDoS or DoS attacks- apply 

load balancing to distribute the load and apply source tracking 

and state limit in the anti-DDoS device and firewall.

[Fig. 2-8] Decryption of Encrypted Shellcode

Case Study: Exploitation of MS10-002 Vulnerability to Distribute 

Malicious Code

Emerging Chinese DoS Tools

Lately, more automated DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) and 

DoS (Denial of Service) tools are emerging. A new DoS tool dis-

covered this month is as below.

It has a GUI and the main attack method is ICMP flooding. An at-

tacker can specify the target IP address, as well as the time of at-

tack and data size up to 63kb.

[Table 2-2] MS10-002 Exploit Script Distribution Method

In general, vulnerabilities in IE are serious and need to be patched. 

There was a case where a well-known website was hacked to dis-

tribute malicious code by exploiting the MS10-002 vulnerability. 

Caution still needs to be taken as the vulnerability is still exploited 

in many websites.

It sends 1480bytes of data per packet and 9.5M DoS attack per 

second, based on the default setting (ICMP flooding).

[Fig. 2-7] Network Packet during DoS Attack

This case study shall focus on the distribution of malicious code 

by exploiting MS10-002 vulnerability. Distribution of malicious 

code through exploitation of MS10-002 vulnerability was detect-

ed when a Chinese website was intruded by a currently operating 

Active Honeypot.

ba******.htm in [Table 2-2] that is in red is an exploit script that at-

tacks MS10-002 vulnerability. When this script gets executed, the 

shellcode in the script will get executed to get an executable file 

from a specific site and execute it.

Analyzing the shellcode will show that when the encrypted code 

block is decrypted with XOR as in [Fig. 2-8] above, there exists a 

[Fig. 2-5] MS10-002 Vulnerability Exploiting Network Packets
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[Table 3-1] Website Security Summary

As of January 2010, 

there were 201,360 

reported malicious 

codes, 1,084 types of 

reported malicious 

code, 983 reported 

[Fig. 3-1] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

3. Web Security Trend

Web Security Statistics

Website Security Summary

[Fig. 2-9] URL in Decrypted Shellcode

The file downloaded from [Fig. 2-9] is detected as Win-Trojan/

Injector.28672.Y by V3.

As it can be seen from all of the above, unsecured Internet envi-

ronment will only repeat malicious code infection and its conse-

quences, such as leakage of personal information and financial 

and psychological problems. Three factors- convenience, speed 

and security- must be considered collectively for today’s Internet 

environment.

The government and security providers must provide secure In-

ternet environment for online users. However, the core of Internet 

security should not be the government or security providers, but 

the users themselves. In other words, users at least need to know 

which OS and application programs they are using, and regularly 

install security updates and run virus scans.

Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

As of January 2010, the number of reported domains with mali-

cious code increased by 140% to 983 domains, from 698 the pre-

vious month.

Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

As of January 2010, the number of reported malicious codes de-

creased by 90% to 201,360 reports, from 224,818 the previous 

month.

As of January 2010, the number of reported types of malicious 

code decreased by 79% to 1,084 types, from 1,378 the previous 

month.

[Fig. 3-2] Monthly Types of Reported Malicious Codes

URL that downloads another malicious code as in [Fig. 2-9] below.

domains with malicious code, and 6,106 reported URLs with ma-

licious code. The figures for reported malicious codes and types 

of reported malicious code have decreased from last month, but 

the number of reported domains and URLs with malicious code 

increased. Increased number of domains and URLs with malicious 

code indicates a rise in websites with vulnerabilities, and a pos-

sible rise in the number of malicious code propagation in the near 

future.

Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code
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Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

As of January 2010, Adware is the most distributed type of mali-

cious code representing 44.8% (90,118 reports) of the top distrib-

uted type of malicious codes, followed by Trojan that represent 

32.1% (64,592 reports).

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

As of January 2010, Win-Adware/Shortcut.InlivePlayerActiveX.234 

is the most distributed malicious code representing 34.7% (42,845 

reports) of the top distributed malicious codes, ranking the same 

as the previous month. Whereas, three new malicious codes, in-

cluding Win-Trojan/OnlineGameHack.324096.C, emerged in the 

top 10 list. 

Web Security Issues

Domain Name Phishing

From 2010, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 

Numbers (Icann) will accept Internet domain names in non-Ro-

man scripts. The new internationalized domain names will be 

convenient for users whose native language does not use the Ro-

man alphabet. But alphabet-reading users may face phishing and 

e-mail scams.

In [Fig. 3-6] above, you can see that “paypal” on the top looks just like 

“paypal” on the bottom, even though the top one is using a Cyrillic char-

acter set and reads as “raural” in Russian, and the bottom one is using a 

Latin character set. This could lead to new phishing tricks- character sets 

could be used to fool users into clicking links, and direct them to bogus 

sites.

The user, therefore, has to be more cautious while browsing a site or us-

[Fig. 3-6] Example of Domain Name Phishing Threat

Monthly URLs with Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-4] Monthly URLs with Malicious Codes

As of January 2010, the number of reported URLs with malicious 

code increased by 159% to 6,106 URLs, from 3,841 the previous 

month.

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Distribution of Malicious Codes by Type

[Fig. 3-5] ] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
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[Fig. 3-7] SiteGuard Phishing Site Alert Window

AhnLab SiteGuard Pro

ing a domain name. However, being careful may not be enough.

It is recommended to use web security solution such as AhnLab SiteG-

uard to block out potential phishing sites.






